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What’s Check-In / Check-Out?
Check-In / Check-Out is a daily routine that is
used in many settings—at home, at school, at
work—to help families and teams grow as
groups and individuals.
●

A Check-In is a morning touchpoint to
recognize feelings and get grounded for
the day.

●

A Check-Out is an end-of-day touchpoint
to share gratitude and takeaways.

Check-In / Check-Out helps:

Why is
Check-In /
Check-Out
Important?
Building skills and habits.

●

Build routine into your family’s day,
which fosters connectivity, aids in
the development of academic and
social skills, and boosts health and
wellness.

●

Develop cognitive skills and
habits of success that help your
kids pursue a fulﬁlled life, including:
○ Empathy
○ Self-Awareness
○ Active Listening
○ Discussion/Contribution

HOW TO: Do a Check-In
Time: 5-10 minutes in the morning
Setup: Circle up as a family in a comfortable spot
What to Do: There are three steps to a Check-In:
1. Name Emotions: Go around the family circle and have each family
member choose 3 adjectives that describe how they are feeling.
2. Talk about Them: Take time to let each family member talk for 1-2
minutes each about how they feel and why they chose those adjectives.
3. Acknowledge: Acknowledge where the family is emotionally. Do a round
of “I noticed…”, “I wonder….” or “I feel…” sentence starters to wrap up.
The Check-In concludes once everyone says “I’m in!” for the day.

TOOLS: For Naming Emotions
It can be difficult to name emotions,
especially for younger kids. There are
many tools to help get past the basics of
“happy” “mad” and “sad,” though. Some
we recommend include:
● Generation Mindful Feelings Poster
(for younger kids)
● The Junto Institute Emotion Wheel
(for older kids)
Generation Mindful Feelings Poster

HOW TO: Acknowledge Feelings
The third step to a Check-In is to Acknowledge feelings that were expressed.
Three sentence starters for this reﬂection period are:
1. “I noticed…”
Ex: “I noticed we’re all feeling stressed today.”
2. “I wonder…”
Ex: “I wonder if there are ways we could calm our stress. How about...”
3. “I feel…”
Ex: “I feel relieved that we’ve talked about it.”

HOW TO: Do a Check-Out
Time: 5-10 minutes in the evening
Setup: Circle up as a family in a comfortable spot
What to Do: There are two steps to a Check-Out:
1. Gratitude: Each family member shares something they are grateful for,
whether it happened during the day or it’s something that’s top-of-mind.
2. Takeaways: Everyone shares one (1) takeaway from the day.
The Check-Out concludes once everyone says “I’m out!” for the day.

Best Practices for Check-in / Check-Out
●

Circle up: Sit in a circle to promote unity. We call this “circling up.”

●

Start with a volunteer: The ﬁrst person to speak during a circle up should
always be a volunteer.

●

Keep it short: Aim for each family member to speak for ~2 minutes each.

●

Go deep: Encourage your family to be vulnerable during this time. It is your
opportunity to connect on an emotional level. Their willingness to be open
and authentic will be a gift to themselves and the family.

BONUS IDEA
Follow Check-Ins with a Mindful Moment
To further establish routine in the
morning, add a “Mindful Moment”
to decrease stress and bring the
family even closer together.
Get inspired with mindfulness
activities including movement,
meditation, and journaling.
(See the next page for ideas.)

TOOLS: Mindfulness Activities
“Mindful Moment” activities for managing stress and building resilience

01

Mindful Movement:
Get up and move to
relax and focus.

●

●

●

Yoga for Kids
(for younger kids)
Guided Movement

5-Minute Yoga
& Yoga for Teens
(for older kids)

02

Mindful Meditation:
Gain awareness of
feelings & thoughts.

●
●
●

Headspace Meditation
Breathing Buddies
Mindful Breathing

●
●
●

Beditation
Walking Meditation
Eating a Raisin Mindfully

03

Mindful Journaling:
Reﬂect to stay positive
and get inspired.

●
●

Gratitude Journal
Intention Journal

●

10 Prompts for
Intentional Journaling

QUESTIONS?
Reach out at info@preparedforsuccess.org for more information!

